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Abstract

Feedback between continents and large-scale mantle flow through thermal blanketing has long been surmised as a

mechanism for continental drift and Wilson cycles. Paleomagnetism provides evidence for extensive continental

displacements (~ 10,000 km) on time scales of 100–200 million years, comparable to an intrinsic overturn in whole

mantle convection. Here we model continental motions in vigorous 3D spherical convection models, focusing on the effects

of continent size, mantle heating mode, and a strong increase in lower mantle viscosity. Continents covering 30%, 10%, and

3% of Earth’s surface (representative of the former supercontinent Pangea, present-day Asia, and Antarctica, respectively) are

introduced into simple end member mantle convection models characterized by pure core or internal heating, and uniform or

layered mantle viscosity. Supercontinents promote temperature anomalies on the largest scales (spherical harmonic degrees 1

and 2), primarily through the organization of the long-wavelength convective planform inherent in models with a high-

viscosity lower mantle. Bottom heating can promote long-wavelength heterogeneity by clustering plumes beneath the

continent. However, in isoviscous models small-scale structure persists away from the continent regardless of the heating

mode. Supercontinents respond to long-wavelength heterogeneity by following great circle paths with variations in velocity

on time scales of 1 billion years. Smaller continents are unable to promote long-wavelength structure, and the resulting

motions are governed by bursts in velocity on time scales of the order of 100 million years. Continental velocities are

roughly a factor of ~ 3 smaller than those in oceanic regions, an observation that may help explain the observed difference in

the speed of predominantly continental or oceanic plates.
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1. Introduction

In an influential 1982 paper, Anderson [1] noted a

correlation between the Atlantic–African geoid high

and the Jurassic location of the supercontinent
tters 233 (2005) 121–135
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Pangea. Through this observation he suggested that

continents could promote the growth of broad thermal

anomalies in the Earth, both by shielding the under-

lying mantle from subduction and by providing a

thermal blanket, leading to an increase in mantle

temperatures beneath continents by perhaps 50–100 K

over time periods of order 100 million years (Myr).

Anderson’s proposition sparked a series of geo-

dynamic simulations to test the continental insulation

hypothesis. Gumis [2] included the effect of con-

tinents in two dimensional (2D) Cartesian models

heated purely from below. He concluded that con-

tinents insulate the mantle and ultimately lead to

subcontinental heating through the clustering of

plumes. In a series of laboratory convection experi-

ments also heated only from below, Guillou and

Jaupart [3] observed the emplacement of upwellings

and the development of large-scale flow patterns, in

response to a conductive lid at the surface. The

reduction in heat flow through continents may also be

modeled more directly by following the Biot number

[4,5]. Zhong and Gumis [6] added modest amounts of

radiogenic internal heating to their numerical models.

They found that periods of rapid continental motion

occurred in response to the development of large-scale

mantle heterogeneity, implying a dynamic feedback

between continents and the pattern of mantle con-

vection. In a series of papers, Lowman and Jarvis

[7,8] and Lowman and Gable [9] investigated the

effects of mixed internal and bottom heating, verify-

ing that continental insulation promotes long-wave-

length structure in models with strong heating from

the core. However, this effect is less pronounced in

three-dimensional (3D) convection models, owing to

the proper representation of plumes as narrow

cylinders instead of as 2D sheets. Furthermore, for

predominantly internally heated flow as expected in

the mantle, Lowman and Gable showed that subcon-

tinental heating results from an absence of subduction

rather than from the insulation of active upwellings.

Yoshida et al. [10] also suggested pronounced

subcontinental heating based on 3D spherical calcu-

lations with a stationary high-viscosity lid and ~ 70–

80% internal heating.

The ratio of internal, radioactive heat generation in

the mantle relative to the amount of heat entering from

the core has recently received renewed attention.

Internal heating due to radioactive decay is the
primary source in the mantle thermal budget [11].

Still, the amount of core heating is poorly known.

Classic arguments based on the dynamic topography

over mantle hotspots suggest a modest core contribu-

tion to the mantle energy budget, on the order of 5–

10% [12,13]. However, recent geodynamic studies

favor significantly higher values to overcome prob-

lems of insufficient internal heat sources [14], and to

satisfy constraints on power requirements of the

geodynamo and the thermal history of the core [15–

17]. Significant heat flux from the core into the mantle

is also suggested by the non-adiabatic mantle geo-

therm arising from internal mantle heating [18].

Consequently, current estimates of core heating based

on hotspot topography could be increased by as much

as a factor of 3 [19].

The dominance of long-wavelength heterogeneity

in the Earth’s mantle is now widely agreed upon. For

example, Su and Dziewonski [20] noted a peak in

seismic heterogeneity in the lower mantle near

spherical harmonic degree 2, corresponding to spatial

scales of 20,000 km. Recent high-resolution seismic

models confirm the preponderance of long-wave-

length mantle flow [21–23]. These seismic images

support the notion of a mantle containing plumes

clustered beneath Africa and the Pacific in a broad

zone of mantle upwelling, separated by a ring of cold,

downwelling slabs that correlate with the history of

Mesozoic and Cenozoic subduction [24,25]. Large-

scale mantle structure is also evidenced by the geoid,

Earth’s equipotential surface. The geoid is elevated

over the African and Pacific hemispheres, as noted by

Anderson [1], and corresponds closely to the distri-

bution of mantle hotspots [26].

In vigorous 3D mantle convection models, a long-

wavelength planform is promoted primarily by a

strong increase in viscosity with depth [27,28]. To a

lesser degree convective length scales are influenced

by the ratio of internal to bottom heating [29,30], with

bottom heating promoting longer wavelength hetero-

geneity. When combined with the effects of plates at

the surface, mantle flow with a depth-dependent

viscosity is organized into the longest spatial scales,

corresponding to spherical harmonic degree 2 [31,32].

Evidence for a depth-wise increase in viscosity

derives from models of the geoid [33,34] and studies

of post glacial rebound [35], both of which suggest an

increase in viscosity by a factor of 10–100 from the
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upper to the lower mantle. Plate-like behavior, and

hence long-wavelength convection, may also be

accomplished by introducing complex rheologies for

the model fluid (e.g. [36–38]).

Paleomagnetic studies of the past decade have

produced detailed apparent polar wander paths for

many continents [39]. These studies provide important

constraints on the temporal character of mantle flow for

time periods of several mantle overturns and establish

continental motions that are both extensive in range and

highly time dependent. Paleozoic [40] and Mesozoic

[41] continents traversed sizable portions of the globe

(~ 10,000 km) and exhibited bursts in velocity, such as

for India, comparable to modern oceanic plate veloc-

ities. Evidence also suggests episodes of true polar

wander [42], perhaps related to inertial interchanges,

that could be expressed by extremely rapid continental

velocities [43,44]. By comparison, continents today

move relatively slowly [45], and on average the root

mean square (RMS) velocities of predominantly

oceanic plates exceed continental velocities by a factor

of 3 to 4 [46].

In this paper we study the continental drift problem

using high-resolution 3D spherical models of mantle

convection with a freely moveable continental cap.

We seek to elucidate the effect of continents on the

development of mantle heterogeneity in relatively

simple end-member mantle convection models,

devoid of unnecessary complexities. Because of the

strong influence of a depth-wise increase in viscosity

on the convective planform, we study models with

uniform and depth-dependent viscosity. Owing to the

potential importance of bottom heating, we also

investigate the influence of heating mode, with

models heated either purely from below or purely

from within the mantle. To probe the sensitivity of

these results to variations in continental size, we

include continents covering 30%, 10%, and 3% of

Earth’s surface, representative of the former super-

continent Pangea, present-day Asia, and Antarctica,

respectively.

We begin by first presenting the equations used to

model mantle convection, followed by a brief

description of our numerical solution methods. After

a description of our model parameters, we describe the

method used to prescribe the continent and to couple

its motion to the underlying mantle flow. Next, we

present temperature fields for four reference mantle
convection models without a continent, characterized

by pure bottom or internal heating, and uniform or

layered mantle viscosity. We then compare these

reference calculations to identical cases that include

a supercontinent. Using spectral heterogeneity maps

(SHMs), we quantify the effect of the supercontinent

on the spatial scales of flow in our models. The SHMs

are followed by time series of continental latitude,

RMS surface velocities, and mid-mantle temperatures

in regions both beneath and away from the super-

continent. Finally, we contrast these results with cases

involving smaller continents.
2. Modeling approach

2.1. Governing equations

Mantle convection is described quantitatively by

equations expressing the conservation of mass,

momentum, and energy (e.g. [47]) for a highly

viscous fluid,

jd u ¼ 0 ð1Þ

�jpþ lj2uþ aqDTg ¼ 0 ð2Þ

BT

Bt
þ udjT ¼ jj2T þ Q

q2Cp

ð3Þ

Here u is the velocity of the fluid, p is the pressure, l
is the viscosity, a is the thermal expansivity, q is the

density, T is the temperature, g is the gravitational

acceleration, Q is the rate of internal heating per unit

mass, Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure, and

j =K /qCp is the thermal diffusivity (K is the thermal

conductivity). Assuming that the mantle is incom-

pressible, Eq. (1) simply expresses a volume con-

servation. The momentum Eq. (2) poses a balance

primarily between viscous forces lj2u and the

thermal buoyancy force aqDTg. This is a simplifica-

tion as inertial forces and temporal variations in u are

ignored. Both are sufficiently small for the extremely

viscous flow of the mantle, and the momentum

balance is therefore instantaneous. Time dependence

is introduced into the system through the energy Eq.

(3), where temporal variations in temperature BT /Bt

are balanced by heat advection u d jT and diffusion

jj2T.
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Appropriate boundary conditions for the mantle are

free-slip (no shear stress), zero radial velocity (no in-

or out-flow), and constant temperature TB=3000 K

and TO=300 K on the inner {B} and outer surfaces

{O}. In our cases including pure internal heating, the

bottom boundary condition changes from isothermal

to insulating, while the outer surface remains iso-

thermal. We then have

T xð Þ ¼ TO xð Þ xa Of g ð4Þ

T xð Þ ¼ TB xð Þ xa Bf g or ð5Þ

jT xð Þd n̂n ¼ 0 xa Bf g ð6Þ

ju xð Þd n̂n ¼ 0 xa B; Of g ð7Þ

u xð Þd n̂n ¼ 0 xa B; Of g ð8Þ

Eqs. (1)–(8) are solved numerically in a spherical shell

with an outer radius corresponding to the Earth’s

surface and an inner radius corresponding to the core-

mantle boundary (CMB). We use a modified version

of the 3D spherical finite element mantle convection

code Terra [48,49]. The code, which has been

benchmarked to 1% accuracy [32], employs an

efficient multigrid solver for computing a solution to

the momentum Eq. (2). The energy Eq. (3) is solved

using an Eulerian advection scheme. Models pre-

sented here are incompressible and implemented in a

mesh containing more than 10 million finite elements,

yielding a grid spacing of ~ 50 km.

For all models we implement a uniform convective

vigor. This is gauged by the thermal Rayleigh number,

defined for bottom heating as

Rab ¼
agqDTd3

lj
ð9Þ

where DT is the temperature difference across the

mantle, d is the mantle depth, and all other quantities

are as defined in Eqs. (2) and (3). We model purely

bottom-heated convection at Rab=10
6. For internally

heated mantle convection models, the temperature

difference DT in (9) is replaced by Qd2q/K [50]. The

internally heated Rayleigh number is then

Rai ¼
agq2Qd5

ljK
ð10Þ
Equivalent convective vigor (determined by matching

the surface heat flux) yields Rai =10
7 for internally

heated models. This is likely one to two orders of

magnitude smaller than for the Earth [51]. Computa-

tional resources limit the resolution of our grid, so

such a reduction in the Rayleigh number is necessary

to resolve the thermal boundary layers of ~250 km

thickness in our models. To reduce the Rayleigh

number, we increase the viscosity l over the value

inferred for Earth’s mantle (1021 Pa s for the upper

mantle [35,52]).

2.2. End member mantle convection models

We focus on four end member cases characterized

by pure bottom or internal heating, and uniform or

layered mantle viscosity. Our first case has a constant

viscosity of 1.374�1023 Pa s and is heated only from

the bottom. The CMB is held at a fixed temperature

TB=3000 K, yielding a surface heat flow of 10 TW.

Case 2 is also bottom-heated with the same fixed

temperature at the CMB, but includes the addition of a

viscosity increase of a factor of 30 from the upper to

lower mantle. The upper mantle viscosity of

6.483�1021 Pa s increases by a factor of 3 at 540

km depth, to a factor of 10 larger at 587 km, and

finally to a lower mantle viscosity of 1.945�1023 Pa s

below 632 km. We maintain the same surface heat

flow (10 TW) in this model by effectively keeping the

volume averaged viscosity constant. For case 3, the

mantle is again isoviscous at 2.391�1023 Pa s, but the

CMB is left as an insulating boundary. Heating in this

case is accomplished purely from within using a

radiogenic heating rate of Q =3�10�12 W/kg. This

provides a surface heat flow of 10 TW, as in the two

bottom-heated cases. Case 4 is similarly heated only

from within, and includes a layered viscosity structure

following case 2, beginning with an upper mantle

viscosity of 1.128�1022 Pa s and transitioning to a

lower mantle viscosity of 3.384�1023 Pa s. Using the

volume averaged viscosity, the volume-averaged

Rayleigh numbers for our bottom and internally

heated cases are then 106 and 107, respectively.

As the Rayleigh number in our models is lower

than that of the Earth, model velocities are smaller,

and model times longer than for the Earth. We observe

time averaged RMS surface velocities of 0.3 cm/yr,

0.1 cm/yr, 0.8 cm/yr, and 0.7 cm/yr, respectively for



supercontinent

small continents

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the 3D spherical domain showing a

continental cap in gray. The entire gray region is representative of a

supercontinent (e.g. Pangea) covering 30% of the surface. The

upper portion shows regions occupied by smaller continents

covering only 10% or 3% of the surface (approx. Asia or Antarctica

respectively). The unit vector r̂ points from the center of the sphere

to a continental node located at x. This node experiences a viscous

force f and torque t = r̂� f imparted by the flow below. An Eule

rotation vector N is found by minimizing the sum of all such torques

over the continent.
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the four cases described above. For our results, we

scale these model velocities and hence the model

times to a mean surface velocity of 5 cm/yr,

representative of present day RMS plate velocities

[46]. We refer to these scaled values throughout the

remainder of this paper.

All cases were first run until a quasi-steady

convection state was reached. As our models are

highly time-dependent, we define the steady state as

one in which the total heat flux into and out of the

system is balanced.

2.3. Continental formulation

Continents are characterized to first order by the

fact that they do not subduct or experience signifi-

cant internal deformation. Therefore, we approximate

continents as buoyant, perfectly rigid caps. Follow-

ing Davies [53], we fix a surface temperature TC

over the continental region {C} equal to the mean

mantle temperature at the base of the upper thermal

boundary layer (250 km depth). This eliminates the

potential for material directly beneath the continental

footprint to cool and subduct, while effectively

preventing heat loss through the surface. Such

behavior is appropriate given that the mean heat

flux through the continents is about half that through

the oceanic lithosphere [54]. Following the method

of Gable et al. [55] we compute continental

velocities from a torque balance. Continents are

imposed as semi-spherical caps with borders defined

by small circles on the surface of the sphere (see Fig.

1). Tractions are computed at each grid point of the

continent and integrated over the continental area. A

steepest ascent algorithm is used to calculate the

Euler rotation vector N that minimizes the torques

exerted on the continent by the underlying flow. Fig.

1 summarizes this process. Thermal and mechanical

boundary conditions for the continental surface are

then

T xð Þ ¼ TC xð Þ xa Cf g ð11Þ

u xð Þ ¼ N� r̂r xð Þ xa Cf g ð12Þ

u xð Þd n̂n ¼ 0 xa Cf g ð13Þ
,

r

Eqs. (11)–(13) are incorporated into the solution

strategy defined in Section 2.1.
3. Results

3.1. Temperature fields and convective planform

Fig. 2.1A–4A show snapshots in time of the

evolving temperature fields for our four reference

mantle convection calculations without continents.

Temperatures range from hot (red) to cold (blue), with

values as indicated by the color bars. The inner

spherical boundary shows the CMB. The outer

boundary is set at 90 km depth, revealing flow

structures directly beneath the surface.

The bottom-heated, isoviscous reference case 1A

exhibits flow dominated by hot plume-like upwellings

originating from the CMB, surrounded by downwel-

lings in the form of cylindrical sheets. The uniform,

red inner boundary represents the fixed CMB temper-

ature of 3000 K. Increasing the lower mantle viscosity

in Fig. 2.2A does not significantly alter these
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Fig. 2. Temperature field snapshots for eight cases with bottom or internal heating and uniform or layered viscosity (with an increase by 30�
from the upper to the lower mantle). Temperatures run from hot (red) to cold (blue), with values given by the color bars. The inner and outer

spherical boundaries correspond to the core–mantle boundary (CMB) and 90 km depth, respectively. Left: Cases lA–4A correspond to

convection calculations without continents. In 1A and 2A flow is driven by hot plumes rising from the CMB, surrounded by cold, cylindrical

downwelling sheets. In 3A plume-like downwellings dominate the flow, while 4A exhibits downwelling sheets. Right: lB–4B show cases with a

supercontinent covering 30% of the surface (gray cap). Plumes concentrate beneath the continent in lB, but the continent in 2B has little

apparent impact. The sub-continental mantle is hotter in 3B, although small downwelling plumes persist in the opposite hemisphere. In 4B the

mantle is again hotter beneath the supercontinent, with downwellings confined to the oceanic hemisphere.
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structures, although the spacing between plumes

increases. In the internally heated, isoviscous model

in Fig. 2.3A there is no longer a hot thermal boundary

layer at the CMB due to the lack of core heating. Flow

in this case is dominated by downwelling plumes

spaced by roughly 2000 km. These downwellings are

distinct in the upper half of the mantle and become

more diffuse at greater depth. Increasing the lower

mantle viscosity has a strong effect on the convective

planform of the internally heated case in Fig. 2.4A.

The downwellings are no longer plume-like, but form
narrow, continuous bands. These characteristics of 3D

spherical mantle convection without continents have

been described in detail before [29,30,56].

We now turn our attention to the four cases that

include the effects of a supercontinent. Fig. 2.1B

shows the temperature field for the purely bottom-

heated, isoviscous case. The supercontinent covers

30% of the surface and is designated by a transparent

gray cap. The calculation is shown at the end of the

total integration time of 3000 Myr. Note that we

initially centered the continent at the North Pole, and
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its present position to the side indicates drift over the

course of the model integration. As expected, plumes

cluster beneath the continent, which isolates the

underlying mantle from cold downwellings. How-

ever, additional plumes persist outside of the con-

tinental area. These plumes are weaker than plumes

in the reference case without a continent (Fig. 2.1A),

as indicated by a closer spacing of the downwelling

sheets, resulting in shorter overall spatial hetero-

geneity scales. The continent has little effect on

mantle temperature in the bottom-heated, layered

viscosity case shown in Fig. 2.2B, although there is

an emergent plume rising directly beneath the

continent. The isoviscous, internally heated model

with a supercontinent is shown in Fig. 2.3B, again

after 3000 Myr of integration time. In this case the

continent moved rather little from its initial position

at the North Pole. Hot mantle impinges directly

beneath the insulating continent, and in a zone

abutting the continent this material is transported

horizontally towards the opposite hemisphere to

cool. Away from the continent, in the oceanic

hemisphere, flow is dominated by small-scale

downwelling plumes as seen earlier in the reference

case with no continent (Fig. 2.3A). We turn finally to

the internally heated, layered viscosity case in Fig.

2.4B. Here we observe large-scale flow with long

linear downwellings, similar to the reference case

without a continent (Fig. 2.4A). Owing to the

insulating effect of the continent, the network of

interconnected downwellings is clustered in the

oceanic hemisphere, while relatively warm mantle

rises beneath the continent. We note that the

continent moved from its initial position at the North

Pole to a final position in the Southern Hemisphere.

3.2. Spectral heterogeneity maps

We quantify the heterogeneity character in our

models with spectral heterogeneity maps [56]. Fig.

3.1A–4A and Fig. 3.1B–4B show SHMs for the

reference and supercontinent cases, respectively.

These SHMs were calculated for the snapshots of

Fig. 2, but are representative of the spectral character

observed throughout the evolution of the models.

Each panel shows a contour plot of the spectral

amplitude of the temperature field as a function of

spherical harmonic degree from 0 to 32, and mantle
depth from the base of the lithosphere to the CMB.

The panels are normalized individually by their

maximum amplitude and stronger heterogeneities

are indicated by darker shading.

For the bottom-heated, isoviscous reference case

in Fig. 3.1A structure is dominated by spherical

harmonic degrees 4–8, due to upwelling plumes. As

expected, the amplitudes are greatest near the upper

and lower thermal boundary layers. Some weaker

mid-mantle heterogeneity near degrees 16 and 24 is

due primarily to downwelling sheets. Fig. 3.2A

indicates that the addition of a viscosity jump in the

lower mantle attenuates small-scale structure, and

concentrates the strongest features about spherical

harmonic degree 4. The dominance of small-scale

structure seen in the planform of the isoviscous,

internally heated case in Fig. 2.3A is evident in the

SHM of Fig. 3.3A. A large amount of heterogeneity

is revealed throughout mantle above spherical

harmonic degree 16. Note that the dominant peaks

between degrees 20 and 28 correspond directly to

the ~ 2000-km-length scale inferred for the spacing

of downwellings seen in the temperature field in

Fig. 2.3A. At greater depth these features fade in

strength and broaden in width, as noted before.

Finally, for the internally heated convection model

with a high viscosity lower mantle, Fig. 3.4A

reveals a substantial shift of spectral heterogeneity

towards longer wavelengths between spherical har-

monic degrees 4 and 8 in the lower mantle. This

shift reflects the long-wavelength planform charac-

teristic of mantle convection with depth-dependent

viscosity.

Having examined the SHMs in our reference

cases without continents, we next turn our attention

to the four cases with supercontinents. For the

bottom-heated isoviscous case, we see in Fig. 3.1B

that the supercontinent shifts the spectrum towards

the longest length scales (~ 10,000 km), with a

degree 1–2 feature dominating throughout the

mantle. Still, there is some small-scale structure

(spherical harmonic degrees 4–16) due to weaker

plumes away from the continent, as noted earlier in

the temperature fields. By comparison, the difference

in spectral heterogeneity between the bottom-heated,

layered viscosity case with (Fig. 3.2B) and without

(Fig. 3.2A) the continent is minor. This is in

agreement with our earlier observation from the
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Fig. 3. Spectral heterogeneity maps (SHMs) of temperature for the eight snapshots of Fig. 2. Root mean square (RMS) spectral amplitude is

plotted as a function of mantle depth (from the base of the lithosphere to the CMB) and spherical harmonic degree (from 0 to 32). There are five

contour intervals and darker shading corresponds to larger amplitude. Each panel is normalized by the maximum amplitude in that panel. Left:

Without continents. In 1A amplitudes are greatest near the thermal boundary layers, peaking at degrees 4–8. This shifts to longer wavelengths

(degree 3 to 4) in 2A. In 3A we see significant small scale structure between degrees 20 and 28. Case 4A is characterized by degree 4 in the

lower mantle. Right: With supercontinents. For 1B small scale structure remains, but with a new degree l–2 feature arising throughout the

mantle. In 2B new structure at degree 2 is confined to the upper mantle. 3B is much like 3A, save new degrees l–8 structure near the upper

boundary layer. In 4B a strong degree 1 feature dominates.
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temperature fields, where we noted that the continent

had little overall impact on the convective planform.

Similarly, the SHM of the internally heated, iso-

viscous case with a supercontinent (Fig. 3.3B) is

remarkably similar to the reference case with no

continent (Fig. 3.3A). While there is some long-

wavelength structure in the upper most mantle at
spherical harmonic degrees l–8 due to the continent,

small-scale structure prevails throughout the rest of

the mantle. The supercontinent has the most dramatic

impact in the internally heated, layered viscosity case

shown in Fig. 3.4B. Here mantle flow is dominated

by a prominent degree 1 feature completely absent in

the reference case without a continent.
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3.3. Time dependence and supercontinents

We examine the temporal behavior of our models

with supercontinents in Fig. 4. The top four panels

show the latitude of the center of the supercontinent as

a function of time. While the continents were always

centered initially at 908 latitude, the time series show

only the last 3000 Myr for each case. Some drift

occurred during additional time prior to 0 Myr as the

calculation was allowed to equilibrate. In the bottom-
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Fig. 4. Time series for 3000 Myr for the four supercontinent cases of Fig. 2

follows a great circle path, moving from one pole to the other and back in

moved only 108 over the entire 3000 Myr. In case 4 the motion is again osci

the supercontinent (thick line) and the remainder of the surface, or oceanic

� slower than oceanic velocities. Continental velocities are relatively unifo

continent is stagnant. For case 4 velocity varies periodically from 2 to 5

mantle depth for each case under the supercontinent (thick line) and under

warmer than the surrounding mantle. In case 2 there is no appreciable diffe

case 4 sub-continental temperatures vary by ~ 80 K with a period of 800
heated, isoviscous case 1 there is relatively little time

dependence, as the supercontinent moves uniformly

from one pole to the other and back with a period of

~ 1500 Myr. For case 2, with bottom heating and

layered viscosity, the supercontinent again exhibits

large-scale motions. However, because the continent

in this case moves predominantly in equatorial

regions, there is now relatively little latitudinal

variation. For the internally heated, isoviscous case

3 with predominantly small-scale flow, the continent
l latitude
3. internally heated, isoviscous

4. internally heated, layered viscosity

e velocity
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. Top: Latitude of the supercontinent center. For case 1 the continent

1500 Myr. The path is less regular for case 2. In case 3 the continent

llatory, with period of 1000 Myr. Middle: RMS surface velocities for

regions (thin line). In all cases continental velocities are at least 2–3

rm in case 1, but variable from 2 to 4 cm/yr in case 2. In case 3 the

cm/yr over 800 Myr. Bottom: Mean temperature variations at mid-

the oceans (thin line). For case 1 the sub-continental mantle is 50 K

rence. The mantle is 80 K warmer beneath the continent in case 3. In

Myr, mirrored by the above changes in velocity.
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is virtually stagnant. This is evident from Fig. 4,

where the continent remains near the North Pole for

the entire model duration, drifting by only ~ 108 over
3000 Myr (b 1 mm/yr). In contrast, motion for the

internally heated, layered viscosity case 4 is again

cyclic from pole to pole, with the period for one great

circle path lasting ~ 1000 Myr.

In the middle four panels of Fig. 4 we show the

RMS velocity of the supercontinent (thick line) and

the remainder of the surface, or oceanic regions (thin

line). The most striking observation here is the

disparity between the RMS velocity in oceanic and

continental regions, with continents moving on

average a factor of 3 slower than oceanic regions in

all four cases. Oceanic RMS surface velocities range

between 6 and 8 cm/yr, while supercontinental

velocities range from l to 5 cm/yr. We also note that

there is generally more time dependence in the RMS

velocity of the continent in cases with layered mantle

viscosity. In the bottom-heated layered viscosity case

2, for example, we observe continental velocities

varying from l to 4 cm/yr, with fluctuations occurring

over time periods of 200–300 Myr. In contrast, the

continent in the bottom-heated, isoviscous case 1

moves at a relatively steady velocity of 2–3 cm/yr.

Continental velocities in the internally heated case 4

vary between 2 and 5 cm/yr with a period of ~ 800

Myr. RMS surface velocities in the oceanic regions

vary on the same time scale. As mentioned previously,

the continent in the internally heated, isoviscous case

3 is almost stationary, with an average velocity of 0.9

mm/yr.

We gain physical insight into the surface velocity

variations by looking at temperature changes in the

underlying mantle. The bottom four panels of Fig. 4

show time series of mean temperature variations at

mid-mantle depth (1500 km), both for subcontinental

(thick line) and suboceanic regions (thin line). In the

two isoviscous cases there are persistent lateral

temperature variations between subcontinental and

suboceanic regions due to the clustering of plumes

and broad mantle upwellings beneath the continent.

As a result temperatures beneath the continent exceed

suboceanic mantle temperatures by 50–80 K. Cases

with depth-dependent viscosity do not exhibit such

regular variations in mantle temperature, due to the

long-wavelength convective planform. For the bot-

tom-heated, layered viscosity case the difference in
temperature between the subcontinental and subo-

ceanic mantle averages less than 10 K. In the

internally heated, layered viscosity case subcontinen-

tal temperatures vary by about 80 K on a time scale of

~ 800 Myr, comparable to the periodicity noted for the

RMS surface velocities.

3.4. Time dependence and smaller continents

To this point, we have dealt solely with super-

continents covering 30% of the surface. Fig. 5 shows

continental and oceanic RMS velocities over 3000

Myr for cases identical to those in Fig. 4, except that

the continents cover only 10% or 3% of the surface,

similar to present-day Asia or Antarctica, respectively.

All panels of Fig. 5 reveal the same disparity in

RMS surface velocity between oceanic and continen-

tal regions that we noted for the supercontinent cases.

Continents move on average a factor of three slower

than oceanic regions, except in the isoviscous,

internally heated models, where they are again nearly

stationary. However, the velocities of the smaller

continents exhibit more temporal variation. The

velocities of Asia-sized continents (top four panels)

take on the comparatively broad range of 0–5 cm/yr,

with the largest variations occurring in models with

depth-dependent viscosity. For example, in the bot-

tom-heated, layered viscosity case 2 continental

velocities range between ~ 0–4 cm/yr on time scales

of about 500 Myr. The internally heated, layered

viscosity case 4 shows rapid velocity variations,

between 2 and 5 cm/yr.

The bottom panels of Fig. 5 show that even

smaller, Antarctica-sized continents exhibit the most

rapid variations in continental velocity. For the

bottom-heated, layered viscosity case 2 the continent

spends as long as 500 Myr at velocities of ~ 1 cm/yr,

interrupted by 400–500 Myr bursts in velocity of up to

4 cm/yr. The internally heated, layered viscosity case

4 shows the most dramatic variations in velocity, with

bursts from 1 to 7 cm/yr over periods of ~ 100 Myr.

This time scale is almost an order of magnitude

shorter than that observed for velocity variations in

the same case with a supercontinent (Fig. 4).

We summarize the temporal character of the

motion of differently sized continents in Fig. 6. For

simplicity we plot continental wander paths on Earth’s

surface for the final 1000 Myr of model integration
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time for the internally heated, layered viscosity case 4

only. The paths of the continent centers are plotted

with markers every 100 Myr, for all three continent

sizes. For better comparison, we rotate all drift paths
 Continental drift

Case 4

internally
heated

layered
viscosity

 SIZE = 30%  SIZE

Fig. 6. Continental drift paths over the final 1000 Myr of evolution (from F

are rotated to a reference frame beginning at the north pole. The path of

continents covering 30%, 10%, and 3% of the surface. Continental trajecto

continent size decreases (note the disparate length of 100 Myr segments f
to a common reference point beginning at the North

Pole. It is clear from Fig. 6 that as continent size

decreases, time dependence increases, and continental

trajectories become more erratic. For example, the
 paths for 1000 Myr

 = 10%  SIZE = 3%

} 100 Myr }

 100 Myr

igs. 4 and 5) for the internally heated, layered viscosity case 4. Paths

the continent center is shown, with a marker every 100 Myr, for

ry becomes more erratic and time dependence of motion increases as

or the smallest continent).
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supercontinent (left) follows a great circle path, and

the arc length over any 100 Myr period varies by at

most a factor of two, as expected from the RMS

velocities in Fig. 4. The smaller continent covering

10% of the surface (middle) follows a more variable

path, and the arc length traversed over any 100 Myr

interval varies by a factor of three. The motion of the

smallest continent, covering only 3% of the surface,

exhibits the greatest time dependence. In this case we

see changes in the course of the drift path by roughly

908 between 400 and 600 Myr, as well as periods of

rapid velocity approaching 7 cm/yr followed by slow

motion of less than 2 cm/yr, all within 100 Myr.
4. Discussion

We have investigated global mantle convection

models with a freely moveable continent, focusing on

the effects of bottom and internal heating, uniform and

depth-dependent viscosity, and continental size. Still,

we have by no means exhausted the relevant

parameter space. In particular, our models do not

include rigid oceanic plates. We expect large oceanic

plates to impact convection. However, the addition of

an oceanic lithosphere introduces significant difficulty

into 3D spherical models. With a global lithosphere,

plate geometries must evolve and plate boundary

interactions must be treated explicitly. The addition of

oceanic plates is of great interest for the future.

However, we feel it essential to first understand the

impact of continents before adding the complexity of

an oceanic lithosphere. Another important shortcom-

ing in our models is the lack of lateral viscosity

variations due to temperature and stress heterogene-

ities in the mantle. We have also assumed that our

model continents are perfectly rigid and cannot rift.

Our choice of a reduced Rayleigh number relative to

Earth’s mantle is dictated primarily by computational

considerations. In fact, each model calculation in our

study takes about 2 weeks of integration time on a 128

processor Beowulf cluster, amounting to 6 months of

computation. Therefore, we had to limit the range of

parameters, highlighting key constraints on the con-

vective planform.

Despite the apparent simplicity of these models

there are important observations. For example, the

dramatic effect of a supercontinent on the spectral
heterogeneity character of the internally heated,

layered viscosity model agrees well with earlier

studies that show that Earth’s long-wavelength con-

vective planform is a straightforward result of

combining strong plates at the surface with a high-

viscosity lower mantle [31,32]. In other words, the

peak in the geoid at spherical harmonic degree 2, with

highs over Africa and the Pacific, arises primarily

from prominent regions of subduction separated by

buoyant continents, in a mantle with a strong radial

increase in viscosity. The comparatively small effect

of plumes in reddening the mantle heterogeneity

spectrum moreover confirms earlier results by Low-

man and Gable [9]. Using Cartesian mantle convec-

tion models, these authors showed that the effect of

continental insulation is mainly a result of isolation

from subduction, and that the focusing of plumes

beneath a continent is in fact exaggerated in 2D

mantle flow, owing to the inherent 3D nature of

plumes.

Perhaps more surprising is the temporal behavior of

our supercontinent models. In particular, the episodic

motion of the supercontinent in our internally heated,

layered viscosity model is striking, because it does not

involve the effects of hot mantle plumes. Instead,

feedback between the 15,000 km diameter super-

continent and the inherent ~ 10,000 km (spherical

harmonic degree 4) length scales of flow lead to periods

of relatively fast continental motion (4–5 cm/yr),

punctuated by virtual stagnation (~ 1 cm/yr) over

mantle downwellings. We note, however, that for the

same case involving an isoviscous mantle, the con-

tinent remains nearly immobile. This contrast is due to

the short wavelength planform of isoviscous mantle

flow with internal heating, where numerous cold,

downwelling plumes spaced by only ~ 2000 km exist

at all times.

The time it takes for the supercontinent in the

internally heated, layered viscosity case to advance

after initially slowing down over a large downwelling

is ~ 400 Myr. This is comparable to a mantle overturn

time [57], and also agrees favorably with the rate

suggested by the signature of the oldest slabs, which

lag behind subduction zones long since shut off [58].

Our observation that the velocities of smaller

continents are more episodic is consistent with

previous 2D results [2]. Time dependence is greatest

for the models with depth-dependent viscosity, where
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the horizontal RMS velocities in the upper mantle are

relatively large [30]. Peak velocities for Asia- and

Antarctica-sized continents approach 7 cm/yr in the

internally heated, layered viscosity mantle model.

This is in agreement with paleomagnetic observations,

which indicate that the velocities of some continents

have been at times much higher than today [41].

Moreover, the time scale for these bursts in con-

tinental velocity is quite short, on the order of 100

Myr. Similar episodes are inferred from the paleo-

magnetic record for pre-Tertiary Gondwanaland,

Eurasia, and North America [41], with the high

velocity of India during the Cretaceous as the most

recent example [46].

The primary intention of our models is the study

of the dynamic feedback between global mantle flow

and rigid continents. Consequently, we ignore the fact

that oceanic areas also contain stiff plates. However,

it is important to realize that the thermal boundary

layer in the oceanic regions of our models is an

integral part of the flow, as for the Earth. Moreover,

the long wavelength flow associated with a layered

viscosity mantle results in plate-like behavior even in

the absence of a rigid oceanic lithosphere (e.g. [27]).

We find that the RMS velocity of continents is on

average smaller by a factor of three relative to

oceanic regions, and similar ratios are in fact

observed for plates on the Earth. For example,

Forsyth and Uyeda [59] noted that at present

predominantly oceanic plates move faster than con-

tinental plates by a factor of 3 to 4. Gordon and Jurdy

[46] found analogous results for the Cenozoic. There

has been speculation that the ocean/continent velocity

difference results from deep keels associated with the

continental tectosphere [60], but dynamic calculations

show that this mechanism is largely ineffective

[61,62]. Thus, the fact that this velocity difference

arises naturally in our calculations is potentially of

great interest.
5. Conclusions

We have systematically explored the effects of a

moveable continent in several end-member global

mantle convection models, isolating some key con-

straints on the nature of feedback between continents

and the mantle. Supercontinents promote large-scale
temperature anomalies primarily in models with

depth-dependent viscosity and internal heating. Bot-

tom heating also promotes long-wavelength hetero-

geneity through the clustering of plumes beneath the

continent. Still, substantial short scale structure

remains in isoviscous mantle flow even in the

presence of a supercontinent. Supercontinents respond

to long-wavelength mantle heterogeneity by following

great circle paths, and their temporal velocity varia-

tions are amplified by an increase in lower mantle

viscosity. Smaller continents exhibit bursts in velocity

on time scales as short as 100 Myr. In all models we

find an ocean/continent velocity difference, with

continental velocities roughly a factor of three smaller

than those in oceanic regions. This observation may

help explain the inherent difference in the speed of

predominantly oceanic or continental plates.
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